OPTIONS
Front protector

Perfection down to the smallest detail

A strong piece of technique with maximum security
Best quality • Modern technique • Compact build • worldwide use

The Sauter front protector
independent of tractor brand
for front linkage cat. 2
weight: 250 kg
colour: red, RAL 3002 or
other colours
applications in silver
reflecting warning foil
lights including 7 pole
connector
dipsticks as manoeuvering
aid

Better perception in traffic night and day
white end-outline marker lamps to the front, at the side in orange, backwards in red
reflecting warning foil at both sides according to ECE104
enhancement of the vehicle presentation and of the image, role-model function
modern and aestethic build and advertising medium
Optimum front protection
for active and passive security
Strong 3 point suspension
can be put down easily, lower side is even
Modular build
all parts are exchangeable
strong steel sheet construction
Breadth adaptation possible
from 2.3 m to 2.7 m
screwable in 5 cm steps

Side wings
front length is adjustable in 2 positions
secured with stop and shear pins

Options

Ballast plate 90 kg
variably ballastable from
250 kg up to 1060 kg
by a maximum of 9 ballast plates

Concrete formwork
total weight with basic shell and
concrete max. 550 kg
total weight with basic shell, steel
scrap and concrete › 600 kg
colour: graphite black, RAL 9011

Tool box
made of robust plastic
colour: black
possible total weight 430 kg
possible ballasting by a maximum
of 2 ballast plates

Ballast plate 250 kg
max. 4 x 250 kg possible
variably ballastable up to 2060 kg
colour: graphite black, RAL 9011

Examples of the visibility
in comparison
Excellent visibility of a nearing vehicle from far
away. The estimation of the breadth and the
outline are highly visible from a distance.

In contrast, without protector, the outline of the
tractor is not visible from far away.

Just shortly before driving past the tractor, the
right side of the tractor is visible.

At crossroads, the lateral visibility is given by
orange LED lamps.
Even while overtaking, the LED lamps shining
in red to the back can be helpful to judge the
length of the tractor.

Display at night, but it is a
matter of fact that it is the same
during the day.

The SAUTER Production
SAUTER - Top technology for agriculture!
It stands to reason for us that flexibility and highest quality keep with
the latest technological developments in agricultural industry. Many
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years of experience, up-to-date production plants and qualified staff
are the best prerequisite.

